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ABSTRACT

We describe a set of benchmark exercises that are designed to
test if computer codes that simulate dynamic earthquake rup-
ture are working as intended. These types of computer codes
are often used to understand how earthquakes operate, and
they produce simulation results that include earthquake size,
amounts of fault slip, and the patterns of ground shaking and
crustal deformation. The benchmark exercises examine a range
of features that scientists incorporate in their dynamic earth-
quake rupture simulations. These include implementations of
simple or complex fault geometry, off-fault rock response to an
earthquake, stress conditions, and a variety of formulations for
fault friction. Many of the benchmarks were designed to inves-
tigate scientific problems at the forefronts of earthquake phys-
ics and strong ground motions research. The exercises are freely
available on our website for use by the scientific community.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic (also known as spontaneous) earthquake rupture
codes are computational tools that are used to understand the
physical behavior of earthquakes and how earthquakes interact,
on short time scales, with the earth that surrounds them. These
codes implement friction on the faults and solve the equations
of motion, including the effects of inertia. The codes allow for
interactions between the seismic waves generated by an earth-
quake source and the earthquake source itself, so that the
behavior of a simulated earthquake is not predetermined but
instead is a result of the physical conditions at the start of the

earthquake simulation, along with the time-dependent proc-
esses that occur during earthquake rupture.

Dynamic earthquake rupture codes require a number of
initial assumptions and produce a variety of results (Fig. 1).
The assumptions include the geometry of the faults, the initial
stress conditions in the rocks before an earthquake, and the
rocks’ properties including their shear-wave and compres-
sional-wave velocities and densities along with the information
about whether or not the rocks deform elastically. The assump-
tions also include a relation between fault stresses and slip (a
friction law) that governs how, when, and where fault sliding
occurs. Results produced by dynamic rupture codes include
spatial and temporal evolution of slip and stresses on the faults
(Fig. 2), time-dependent Earth motions associated with the
radiated seismic waves (Fig. 3), and other outcomes such as
determinations of radiated energy and energy dissipation
due to friction and yielding of the rocks near the faults.

These types of codes are similar to the more common
kinematic earthquake rupture simulation codes, in their need
for information about the fault geometry and off-fault rock
properties. However, in contrast to ruptures produced in dy-
namic earthquake simulations, kinematic earthquake rupture
simulations require the slip and time evolution of the rupture
process to be prescribed, and kinematic rupture simulations do
not necessarily produce results that are consistent with rock
physics. Kinematic rupture simulations also do not allow for
feedback between a propagating earthquake rupture and the
dynamic stress field associated with the radiated seismic waves
propagating through the surrounding rocks.

Dynamic earthquake rupture simulations have many desir-
able qualities, such as directly linking models of frictional slid-
ing on a fault surface to earthquake rupture behavior and the
resulting radiated seismic waves that produce ground shaking.
The primary difficulty in applying them to advance our under-
standing of earthquake rupture processes is our inability to
validate such models, due to our lack of knowledge about the
fine-scale details of the state of stress on and near crustal faults
and faults’ constitutive behavior under realistic conditions. To
address this problem, more than a decade ago we formed the
Southern California Earthquake Center-U.S. Geological
Survey (SCEC-USGS) dynamic rupture code validation group
(Harris and Archuleta, 2004), which is an international col-
laboration to verify and validate computer codes used to sim-
ulate earthquakes as spontaneous dynamic ruptures. While our
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ultimate goal remains validation of these numerical models, in
the intervening time we have focused on the intermediate goal
of testing whether our codes produce the same results given the
same set of assumptions. To this end, we have successfully veri-
fied that about a dozen different finite-difference, spectral
element, and finite-element computer codes (Table 1) that sim-
ulate dynamic earthquake ruptures produce essentially the same
results for a broad range of assumptions, spanning vertical, dip-
ping, planar, nonplanar, and intersecting fault geometries,
homogeneous and heterogeneous linear elastic and viscoelasto-
plastic rock rheology, heterogeneous stress conditions, and vari-
ous fault friction models, all of which are important attributes
for real earthquakes.

THE DYNAMIC (SPONTANEOUS) EARTHQUAKE
RUPTURE BENCHMARK EXERCISES

Our group has created and used a suite of exercises designed to
verify that dynamic (spontaneous) earthquake rupture codes
produce the same results given the same assumptions about
elastodynamics and fault constitutive behavior. In developing
our suite of code verification exercises (Table 2), our group has
explored scientific questions, particularly how geological and
geophysical evidence of fault complexity and rock response af-
fect the behavior of earthquake rupture. Whereas the answers
to some of our ongoing science questions are not yet within
reach due to both the current limitations of computational

hardware and a lack of observational data, our benchmark
exercises have been designed so that the simulations can be con-
ducted on currently available high-performance computational
platforms, and the results include seismograms and other prod-
ucts that can be compared with “real Earth” types of data.

Our exercises follow our motto of incrementally adding
complexity. This has helped us detect which features of each
of our benchmarks and codes might be producing challenges,
particularly when discrepancies arise among the codes’ results.
Although it is often tempting to leap from simple to complex
simulation settings, we have rarely observed this to be a good
strategy for either our or others’ code-testing exercises. Instead,
the slow but steady approach has worked best.

In the course of our exercises, we explored earthquake-sci-
ence questions. These have sometimes required computational
solutions for simulating the nature of earthquake nucleation
and cessation. As we moved forward through our benchmark
suite, the nucleation and cessation assumptions for our simu-
lations have evolved, from simple and easy to implement
descriptions to those with slightly more complexity that are
more computationally robust, and perhaps more realistic. For
more detailed discussions about the techniques for nucleating
dynamic earthquake ruptures, the readers are referred to
Andrews (2004), Bizzarri (2010), and Galis et al. (2015).

We now present the benchmark exercises along with some
of their scientific motivations. The detailed specifications for
each of these code-verification benchmark exercises is available
on our website (see Data and Resources), so that others in the
scientific community may independently test their own dy-
namic rupture codes. Information about some of our older
benchmarks is also available in our earlier group publications
(Harris et al., 2009, 2011).

TPV3 and TPV4
Our group’s first benchmark exercises were TPV1 and TPV2
(The Problem Version 1 and The Problem Version 2), but
these were primarily for training, and they were superseded
by TPV3 and TPV4 (The Problem Version 3 and The Prob-
lem Version 4). TPV3 and TPV4 are our group’s simplest and
first successful forays into dynamic (spontaneous) rupture code
verification. In TPV3, our group simulated the case of a rup-
ture that is artificially nucleated in the middle of a vertical
strike-slip rectangular fault with uniform initial stresses (out-
side the nucleation zone), then spontaneously propagates until
it reaches strong regions at the sides and bottom of the fault.
The rock surrounding the fault responds elastically, and it has a
homogeneous velocity and density structure; the fault friction
is slip weakening (Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973; Andrews,
1976; Day, 1982). For TPV3, the model is a full-space. For
TPV4, the model is a half-space, the fault intersects the Earth’s
surface, and the earthquake rupture spontaneously propagates
up to the Earth’s surface. These two benchmark exercises were
conducted before our group had a code-verification website, so
they are mentioned here primarily for historical reasons. TPV3
was also the basis for a quantitative study that established the
criteria for proper grid resolution in dynamic rupture simula-

▴ Figure 1. Key ingredients of a dynamic (spontaneous) earth-
quake rupture simulation include the initial stresses on and off the
faults, the geometry of the faults, the properties of the nearby
rocks, including their densities and compressional and shear-
wave velocities, along with information about how the rocks de-
form in response to Earth movements (e.g., if they deform elas-
tically or inelastically), and a formulation that describes how fault
friction works. Fault friction determines if, where, and when sud-
den fault sliding (the earthquake) can occur. These assumptions
are incorporated as the starting conditions in a computer code
that simulates the evolving earthquake source and the earth-
quake source’s interactions with the rocks that surround the
faults. Results include time-dependent ground shaking, fault slip,
and other information, examples of which are shown in Figures 2
and 3. Figure modified from Harris (2004).
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▴ Figure 2. Example of results produced using dynamic (spontaneous) earthquake rupture simulation code MAFE (Ma et al., 2008). Time-
dependent pattern of an earthquake rupture on a planar vertical strike-slip fault surface. The simulated earthquake, in this case the Ma
et al. (2008)-favored model of the 2004 M 6.0 Parkfield, California, earthquake, was nucleated at 0.0 s on the fault surface, centered at a
depth of 8.1 km. The subsequent dynamic, spontaneously propagating rupture is shown in figure 5 of Ma et al. (2008) (reproduced here) as
a time-evolving pattern of slip rate, shear stress change, normal stress change, and slip on the fault surface, in snapshots starting at 0.9 s
after nucleation.
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tions (Day et al., 2005) along with additional code perfor-
mance metrics (e.g., Moczo et al., 2007; Tago et al., 2012).
For the rest of the exercises described in this article, unless
noted otherwise, the rock surrounding the fault(s) responds
elastically and has a homogeneous velocity and density struc-
ture, and the fault friction weakens with increasing fault slip
(slip weakening).

TPV5
This is our first group exercise that is posted on our group’s
website (see Data and Resources). TPV5 (Fig. 4) is considered
as one of our benchmark classics, and it is frequently used by
those who are checking the potential viability of a new
dynamic (spontaneous) rupture code, or a newly modified
code. The rupture is artificially nucleated in the middle of a
vertical strike-slip rectangular fault that intersects the Earth’s
surface. The rupture then spontaneously propagates to the left,
right, and bottom edges of the fault where it is forced to stop
abruptly at a hard border, and up to the Earth’s surface. The
rupture encounters two patches on the fault surface, one with a
higher initial shear stress than the rest of the active fault sur-
face, one with a lower initial shear stress, and each of these
patches mildly affects the propagating rupture. TPV205 is the
same as this exercise, except that TPV205 is a convergence test
and requests that the simulations be repeated multiple times,
with each simulation using a different discretization size in the

computational mesh. TPV205 examines the
codes’ capabilities to produce the same results
using different mesh discretization sizes that
range over two orders of magnitude.

TPV6 and TPV7
These are our first bimaterial exercises, where
the elastic moduli of the rocks on one side of the
fault differ from the elastic moduli of the rocks
on the other side of the fault. The material con-
trast (Fig. 5) is stronger for TPV6 than it is for
TPV7. The rupture is artificially nucleated in
the middle of a vertical strike-slip rectangular
fault with uniform initial stresses (outside the
nucleation zone) that intersects the Earth’s sur-
face. The rupture then spontaneously propa-
gates to the left, right, and bottom edges of the
fault where it is stopped by strong fault regions,
and up to the Earth’s surface. The rock responds
elastically and the fault friction is slip weaken-
ing. One of these two exercises, TPV6, is well
posed, in the sense defined by Ranjith and Rice
(2001), meaning that the results will converge,
rather than keep changing as the computational
mesh’s discretization size decreases.

TPV8 and TPV9
These two exercises are the first in a sequence
leading up to our extreme ground-motion

benchmarks, TPV12 and TPV13. TPV8 and TPV9 use a ver-
tical rectangular fault that intersects the Earth’s surface. The
two exercises are identical except thatTPV8 is a strike-slip fault
and TPV9 is a dip-slip fault. Vertical dip-slip faults are uncom-
mon in nature, but TPV9 was nonetheless a useful step toward
our goal of simulating extreme ground motion. The initial
shear and normal stresses on the fault vary linearly with depth
and are chosen to produce a subshear rupture (i.e., a rupture
that propagates at less than the shear-wave velocity of the sur-
rounding rock). For both benchmarks, the rupture is artificially
nucleated near the bottom of the vertical strike-slip rectangular
fault that intersects the Earth’s surface. The rupture then spon-
taneously propagates to the left, right, and bottom edges of the
fault where it is stopped by strong fault regions, and up to the
Earth’s surface.

TPV10 and TPV11
These two exercises are the next in the sequence leading up to
our extreme ground-motion benchmarks. They are our first
benchmarks with a nonvertical fault. TPV10 and TPV11 both
use a 60° dipping dip-slip normal fault that intersects the
Earth’s surface, and initial shear and normal stresses on the
fault that vary linearly with depth. The two exercises are iden-
tical, except that TPV10 has a higher static coefficient of fric-
tion than TPV11. The initial stresses and friction parameters
lead to a subshear (slower than the rock’s shear-wave velocity)
rupture in TPV10, and a supershear (faster than the rock’s

▴ Figure 3. Example of results produced using dynamic (spontaneous) earth-
quake rupture simulation code FaultMod (Barall, 2009). Using the same 2004
M 6 Parkfield earthquake parameters (from Ma et al., 2008) as were used for Fig-
ure 2, the simulated earthquake rupture generates ground shaking. The magnitude
of the 3D ground-shaking velocity at the Earth’s surface is shown in snapshots
starting at 4 s after nucleation. The black line shows the projection of the fault
surface where it intersects the Earth’s surface. The small circle is the simulated
earthquake’s epicenter.
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shear-wave velocity) rupture in TPV11. The rupture is artifi-
cially nucleated near the bottom of the fault. The rupture spon-
taneously propagates to the left, right, and bottom edges of the
fault where it is stopped by strong fault regions, and up to the
Earth’s surface. TPV210 is the same as TPV10 and examines
the codes’ capabilities to produce the same results irrespective
of the mesh discretization details.

TPV12 and TPV13
These exercises are similar to TPV11, except that the initial stress
conditions lead to fast rupture speed (supershear) and cause
extreme ground shaking near the fault. In TPV12 the rock
response is elastic, and in TPV13 the rock response assumes non-
associative Drucker–Prager plasticity with yielding in shear.
These are our first exercises to include gravity, fluid pressure
(which was assumed constant), and an initial stress tensor
specified throughout the model volume (as opposed to specify-
ing just the initial shear and normal stresses on the fault surface),
all of which is compelled by the fact that TPV13 is our first
exercise to use inelastic rock properties. The constant fluid pres-

sure in particular was included to ensure that the stresses would
be smaller than lithostatic values. BothTPV12 and TPV13 were
designed to test the code that had been used by Andrews et al.
(2007) to produce simulations of extreme ground motions near
the proposed high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada (Andrews et al., 2007), and work using these
two benchmarks is published in Harris et al. (2011). TPV12 and
TPV13 (Fig. 6) are provided in both 2D and 3D versions, and
are two of our classic well-tested benchmark exercises that we
recommend for new codes and for modelers who are using
our benchmarks for the first time.

TPV14 and TPV15
These are the first nonplanar fault exercises. TPV14 is the case of
a vertical right-lateral strike-slip branching fault, with a right-
ward branch that forms a 30° angle with the main fault (a re-
leasing branch). TPV15 is the same as TPV14, except that
TPV15 is a left-lateral strike-slip fault with a rightward branch
(a restraining branch). The fault geometry for TPV15 is equiv-
alent to a left branch in a right-lateral strike-slip fault, which is

Table 1
List of Many of Our Group’s Dynamic Earthquake Rupture Codes

Code Name Code Type References Notes Code Availability
AWP-ODC Finite difference Roten et al. (2016) and

Dalguer and Day (2007)
Contact author Roten

beard Discontinuous
Galerkin finite element

Kozdon et al. (2015) Contact author Kozdon

CG-FDM Finite difference Zhang et al. (2014) Contact author Zhang
EqSim Finite element Aagaard et al. (2001) Superseded by PyLith
DFM Finite difference Day and Ely (2002) Contact author Dalguer
DGCrack Discontinuous

Galerkin finite element
Tago et al. (2012) Contact authors Tago or

Cruz-Atienza
EQdyna Finite element Duan and Oglesby

(2006)
Contact author Duan

FaultMod Finite element Barall (2009) Contact author Barall
fdfault Finite difference Daub (2016) Available at GitHub. See

Data and Resources
Kase code Finite difference Kase and Kuge (2001) Contact author Kase
MAFE Finite element Ma et al. (2008) and Ma

and Andrews (2010)
Contact author Ma

PyLith Finite element Aagaard et al. (2013) Available at CIG. See Data
and Resources

SeisSol Discontinuous
Galerkin finite element

Pelties et al. (2012) and
Pelties et al. (2014)

Available at GitHub. See
Data and Resources

SESAME Spectral element Galvez et al. (2014) Same as SPECFEM3D
SORD Finite difference Ely et al. (2009) and Shi

and Day (2013)
Contact author Shi

SPECFEM3D Spectral element Galvez et al. (2014) Available at CIG. See Data
and Resources

SPECFEM3D-old Spectral element Kaneko et al. (2008) Superseded by
SPECFEM3D

WaveQLab3D Finite difference Duru and Dunham
(2016)

Available at Bitbucket. See
Data and Resources
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Table 2
Features of the Benchmark Exercises

Exercise 3D or 2D Friction*
Rock

Structure† Initial Stress‡ Geometry
Rock

Response Notes§

TPV3 3D SW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Full-space
TPV4 3D SW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Half-space
TPV5 3D SW Homog. Two patches, strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Classic
TPV6 3D SW Bimaterial Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Preferred

bimaterial
exercise

TPV7 3D SW Bimaterial Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Rupture not well
resolved

TPV8 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic
TPV9 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., dip-slip Vertical plane Elastic
TPV10 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., dip-slip Dipping plane Elastic Subshear
TPV11 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., dip-slip Dipping plane Elastic Dip-slip

supershear
TPV12 3D and 2D

versions
SW Homog. Depth-dep., dip-slip Dipping plane Elastic Classic ExGM

supershear
TPV13 3D and 2D

versions
SW Homog. Depth-dep., dip-slip Dipping plane Plastic Classic ExGM

supershear
TPV14 3D and 2D

versions
SW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Branched

vertical fault
Elastic Releasing branch

TPV15 3D and 2D
versions

SW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Branched
vertical fault

Elastic Restraining
branch

TPV16 3D SW Homog. Stochastic, strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic
TPV17 3D SW Homog. Stochastic, strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic
TPV18 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Branched

vertical fault
Elastic Releasing branch

TPV19 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Branched
vertical fault

Plastic Releasing branch

TPV20 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Branched
vertical fault

Elastic Restraining
branch

TPV21 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Branched
vertical fault

Plastic Restraining
branch

TPV22 3D SW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Stepover in
vertical fault

Elastic Stress taper at
base

TPV23 3D SW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Stepover in
vertical fault

Elastic Stress taper at
base

TPV24 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Branched
vertical fault

Elastic Releasing branch

TPV25 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Branched
vertical fault

Elastic Restraining
branch

TPV26 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic
TPV27 3D SW Homog. Depth-dep., strike-slip Vertical plane Viscoplastic

*SW, slip-weakening fault friction; RS-AL, rate–state fault friction with an ageing law; RS-SL-SRW, rate–state fault friction with a
slip law with strong rate weakening; TP-RS-SRW, thermal pressurization with rate–state fault friction using a slip law with strong
rate weakening.
†Rock structure includes material velocities and densities; homog., homogeneous.
‡Initial stress outside the nucleation zone; depth-dep., depth-dependent; heterog., heterogeneous; prop. to shear mod.,

proportional to shear modulus.
§ExGM, extreme ground motion.
(Continued next page.)
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the geometrical situation of the Shoreline and Hosgri faults near
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant on the Central Coast in
California (Hardebeck, 2013), a motivating factor for creating
this benchmark. The main fault is continuous and can have non-
zero slip at the junction where the two faults meet. The branch
fault is constrained to have zero slip at the junction, so the two
faults are not directly connected and a rupture must jump a
short distance to transition from one fault to the other. This
short distance (a small gap between the faults) is an artifact,
which is needed to construct a computer implementation of
the branch in many numerical techniques. The rupture nucleates
at mid-depth on the vertical rectangular main fault, in a location
that is not near the branch, then spontaneously propagates along
the main fault both toward and away from the branch, up to the
Earth’s surface, and down to the bottom of the main fault.
TPV14 and TPV15 are provided in both 2D and 3D versions.
When the codes were used to simulate these two benchmarks,
the results roughly matched but we wanted to understand the

branch fault case better, so later we used this same basic idea
about the fault geometry and designed additional benchmarks
with different initial conditions.

TPV16 and TPV17
These two exercises return to the case of a single vertical strike-
slip fault that intersects the Earth’s surface. The primary new
feature is the randomly generated heterogeneous initial stresses
on the fault surface (Fig. 7). Heterogeneous initial stresses have
been implemented in earthquake simulations over the years
(e.g., Mikumo and Miyatake, 1978; Oglesby and Day, 2002;
Ripperger et al., 2007; Andrews and Ma, 2016) to produce
more realistic variability in both the on-fault rupture behavior
and the simulated ground shaking. The earthquake rupture is
artificially nucleated using a new two-step method; the first
stage is a circular zone of forced rupture, and the second stage
is a larger circular zone of reduced fracture energy. The hypo-
center is placed at a location where the random initial stress

Table 2 (continued)
Features of the Benchmark Exercises

Exercise 3D or 2D Friction*
Rock

Structure† Initial Stress‡ Geometry
Rock

Response Notes§

TPV28 3D SW Homog. Regional stress tensor Vertical plane +
2 protuberances

Elastic

TPV29 3D SW Homog. Regional stress tensor Vertical plane
with roughness

Elastic Stochastic
roughness

TPV30 3D SW Homog. Regional stress tensor Vertical plane
with roughness

Viscoplastic Stochastic
roughness

TPV31 3D SW 1D Prop. to shear mod.,
strike-slip

Vertical plane Elastic Discontinuous 1D
velocity structure

TPV32 3D SW 1D Prop. to shear mod.,
strike-slip

Vertical plane Elastic Continuous 1D
velocity structure

TPV33 3D SW 3D Homog. Vertical plane Elastic Stress taper at all
sides

TPV34 3D SW 3D Prop. to shear mod.,
strike-slip

Vertical plane Elastic Truncated
Imperial Valley
3D velocity model

TPV35 3D SW 3D Heterog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Parkfield
TPV101 3D RS-AL Homog. Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Full-space
TPV102 3D RS-AL Homog. Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Half-space
TPV103 3D RS-SL-SRW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Full-space
TPV104 3D RS-SL-SRW Homog. Homog., strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic Half-space
TPV105 2D TP-RS-SRW Homog. homog., strike-slip 2D in-plane Elastic 2D
TPV205 3D SW Homog. Two patches, strike-slip Vertical plane Elastic TPV5
TPV210 3D SW Homog. depth-dep., dip-slip Dipping plane Elastic TPV10

*SW, slip-weakening fault friction; RS-AL, rate–state fault friction with an ageing law; RS-SL-SRW, rate–state fault friction with a
slip law with strong rate weakening; TP-RS-SRW, thermal pressurization with rate–state fault friction using a slip law with strong
rate weakening.
†Rock structure includes material velocities and densities; homog., homogeneous.
‡Initial stress outside the nucleation zone; depth-dep., depth-dependent; heterog., heterogeneous; prop. to shear mod.,

proportional to shear modulus.
§ExGM, extreme ground motion.
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happens to be high. The rupture then spontaneously propa-
gates to the left, right, and bottom edges of the fault where
it is stopped by strong fault regions, and ruptures up to the
Earth’s surface. TPV16 and TPV17 are the same except that
they have different randomly generated initial stress patterns.

TPV18, TPV19, TPV20, and TPV21
These four exercises return to the case of a branching fault and
use the same fault geometry asTPV14 and TPV15. TPV18 and
TPV19 are right-lateral vertical strike-slip faults, and TPV20
and TPV21 are left-lateral vertical strike-slip faults. All four
have right branches. TPV18 and TPV20 assume linear elastic

rock properties (the same properties as in TPV12). TPV19 and
TPV21 assume that the rock properties are nonassociative
Drucker–Prager plasticity with yielding in shear (the same
properties as in TPV13). The nucleation method is the same
as that used in TPV16 and TPV17. The reuse of fault geom-

▴ Figure 4. TPV5: The earthquake rupture is artificially
nucleated in a square zone at the center of the fault surface.
The rupture then spontaneously propagates over the rest of
the fault surface. As it propagates away from the nucleation zone,
it encounters two square patches with initial stress conditions
that are different from the rest of the fault surface. TPV205 is
the same as TPV5; TPV205 is a convergence test with respect
to grid size.

▴ Figure 5. TPV6 and TPV7: The earthquake rupture is artificially
nucleated in a square zone at the center of the fault surface. The
rupture then spontaneously propagates over the rest of the fault
surface. The fault surface is the boundary between rocks with
different elastic moduli. This material contrast is stronger for
TPV6 than it is for TPV7.

▴ Figure 6. TPV12 and TPV13: The earthquake rupture is artifi-
cially nucleated in a square zone near the bottom of the dipping
fault surface. The rupture then spontaneously propagates very
quickly over the rest of the fault surface and produces extreme
ground shaking, including at the station of interest (red star) that
is 300 m deep and 1 km away from the fault. Dashed red line
shows where the 2D versions of these two benchmarks intersect
the Earth’s surface. The surrounding rocks respond elastically in
TPV12 and plastically in TPV13.

▴ Figure 7. TPV17: The earthquake rupture is artificially
nucleated in a circular zone on the fault surface. The rupture then
spontaneously propagates outward on the fault surface and en-
counters heterogeneous stochastic initial stress conditions,
some of which prevent it from propagating into certain regions
on the fault surface. Colors indicate the ratio of shear stress
to normal stress at locations on the fault surface, at the beginning
of the simulation. As the earthquake rupture propagates on the
fault surface, these stress values (and stress ratios) change with
time. These time-dependent stress changes occur for all of the
dynamic rupture simulations described in this article and are a
feature of dynamic rupture simulations in general. Exercise
TPV16 is similar to TPV17; it just uses a different pattern of sto-
chastic initial stress.
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etry, material properties, and nucleation method from earlier
exercises is one way that we proceed incrementally in designing
new exercises. These exercises include gravity, hydrostatic fluid
pressure (which remains constant during the simulation), and a
depth-dependent initial stress tensor that is specified through-
out the model volume. As withTPV14 and TPV15, the branch
fault and the main fault are not directly connected.

TPV22 and TPV23
These two exercises examine the case of a stepover between
parallel vertical right-lateral strike-slip faults (e.g., Kase and
Kuge, 2001; Harris et al., 2002). Our group hypothesized that
these fault-geometry benchmarks, which are simpler than the
branched fault case would be an easier test of the codes, and
this was indeed the situation, with qualitatively good matches
occurring among the code results. TPV22 (Fig. 8) is a right step
between the right-lateral strike-slip faults, a dilational step.
TPV23 is a left step between the right-lateral strike-slip faults,
a compressional step. The nucleation process is varied from
previous benchmarks in that it is accomplished using a
smoothed forced rupture, with a forced rupture velocity that
decreases with distance from the hypocenter, so as to create a
gradual transition from forced rupture to spontaneous rupture.
The description of the fault boundary condition has been
changed so that a node that lies precisely on the border of
a fault is not permitted to slip; this makes the fault size less
dependent on the mesh discretization size. In addition, in con-
trast to previous benchmarks, the rupture is gradually stopped
at the bottom of the fault by gradually tapering the initial shear
stress to a low value.

TPV24 and TPV25
These two exercises are one final visit to the fault branch geom-
etry, using the same fault geometry as TPV14–TPV15 and
TPV18–TPV21. Both benchmarks assume vertical strike-slip
faults. TPV24 (Fig. 9) is a right-lateral strike-slip fault with
a branch to the right (releasing branch), TPV25 is a left-lateral

strike-slip fault with a branch to the right (restraining branch).
The nucleation location has been changed, and the nucleation
method is the technique first introduced in TPV22–TPV23.
Although the models are elastic, they are set up appropriately
for inelastic models and include gravity, fluid pressure, and an
initial stress tensor.

TPV26 and TPV27
These two exercises are a test of using rock properties that are
viscoplastic. The rock response in TPV26 is linear elastic, in
TPV27 it is nonassociative Drucker–Prager viscoplasticity
with yielding in shear. Viscoplasticity may be implemented
in either a kinematic (e.g., Roten et al., 2014) or dynamic earth-
quake rupture simulation (e.g., Ma and Andrews, 2010; Shi
and Day, 2013; Wollherr and Gabriel, 2016; Roten et al.,
2017) to prevent the buildup of unrealistically high stress in
the rocks surrounding an earthquake rupture. The advantage
of viscoplasticity is that it regularizes the calculation, as op-
posed to a plastic model that might fail to converge or have
nonunique solutions (Andrews, 2005; Templeton and Rice,
2008). Both the TPV26 and TPV27 exercises are a single ver-
tical strike-slip rectangular fault set in a homogeneous velocity
and density structure. Nucleation uses the same method as in
TPV22–TPV25. Gravity and fluid pressure are included. Both
benchmarks use slip-weakening fault friction.

TPV28
This exercise is an initial foray into fault roughness. Although
stochastic initial stress conditions such as those in TPV16–17
have become more common over the decades, geometrical fault
roughness (e.g., Shi and Day, 2013; Duru and Dunham, 2016;

▴ Figure 8. TPV22: The earthquake rupture is artificially
nucleated in a circular zone in the center of the first fault surface.
The rupture then spontaneously propagates on the first fault, and
jumps to rupture a second parallel fault surface.

▴ Figure 9. TPV24: The earthquake rupture is artificially
nucleated in a circular zone on the main fault surface. The rup-
ture then spontaneously propagates on the main fault and en-
counters a branch (green rectangle) in the fault geometry. The
closest edge of the branch fault surface ends at the main fault,
at a vertical junction line, and slip on the branch fault surface is
constrained to be zero at this location. For TPV24, a releasing
branch, the main fault surface and the branch fault surface both
rupture in their entirety. This releasing branch fault geometry was
also used for TPV14, TPV18, and TPV19.
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Mai et al., 2017; Ulrich and Gabriel, 2017) is more challenging
to implement, particularly for certain types of codes. In this
benchmark, two geometrical protuberances are set on the fault
surface of an otherwise vertical strike-slip fault. The initial
shear and normal stresses on the fault are obtained by resolving
a uniform regional stress tensor onto the fault. Nucleation is
achieved by applying an additional initial shear stress in a cir-
cular nucleation patch, which gradually tapers off at the edge of
the patch.

TPV29 and TPV30
These two exercises continue our exploration of geometrical
fault roughness and implement stochastic fault roughness. The
strike-slip fault is a vertical fault surface before the geometrical
roughness is added. TPV29 is elastic and TPV30 is viscoplastic
(Fig. 10). The shear and normal stresses on the rough fault
surface are obtained by resolving a depth-dependent regional
stress tensor onto the rough fault surface. Gravity and a con-
stant fluid pressure are included, with the fluid pressure hydro-
static. Nucleation uses the same method as in TPV22–TPV27.

TPV31, TPV32, TPV33, and TPV34
These four exercises examine how well codes implement hetero-
geneous velocity structures. All are vertical strike-slip rectangular
faults. TPV31 and TPV32 have 1D velocity structures, in which
the velocity increases with depth. The TPV31 velocity structure
has several discontinuities, whereas in TPV32 it is continuous.
TPV33 has a 1D velocity structure that varies perpendicular to
the fault, creating a low-velocity zone surrounding the fault sur-
face. TPV34 has a 3D velocity structure resembling the deeper
structure in the Imperial Valley, California, region. The initial
stresses in TPV31, TPV32, and TPV34 are proportional to the

shear modulus, to approximate constant-strain conditions. In
TPV33, the initial shear stress is tapered on all four sides of the
fault surface, so that the rupture stops spontaneously before
reaching any fault edge. All four exercises use the TPV28 nucle-
ation method, and all assume that the rocks respond elastically
and fault friction is slip weakening.

TPV35
This exercise reproduces a spontaneous rupture simulation by
Ma et al. (2008) of the 2004magnitude 6.0 Parkfield, California,
earthquake (Fig. 11, also see Figs. 2 and 3). The 3D velocity
structure consists of two 1D vertical structures that abut at the
planar vertical right-lateral strike-slip fault. The initial stress con-
ditions and friction parameters on the fault surface are hetero-
geneous. The rock responds elastically, fault friction is slip
weakening, and the seismic stations are located at the same lo-
cations on the Earth’s surface as a set of strong ground motion
stations that recorded the 2004 magnitude 6.0 Parkfield,
California, earthquake. This benchmark provides a glimpse of
the challenges involved with code validation, especially if the goal
was to validate against recorded strong ground motion time-
series data, which are also provided in the benchmark exercise.
On the other hand, the codes themselves produced results that
matched each other well for many of the seismic stations, and
demonstrate that this is a useful exercise for code verification.

TPV101 and TPV102
The five exercises TPV101–TPV105 examine the use of fault
friction other than slip weakening. All five exercises assume that
the rock response is elastic. TPV101 and TPV102 (Fig. 12)
explore the use of rate–state friction using an ageing law (e.g.,
Rice et al., 2001). TPV101 is a homogeneous full-space;
TPV102 is a homogeneous half-space. The fault is a planar rec-
tangular vertical strike-slip fault. The main part of the rectan-
gular fault that is intended to rupture has velocity-weakening
friction. Surrounding this is another region of finite width on
the fault surface where the fault friction smoothly transitions
from velocity-weakening friction to velocity-strengthening
friction. Then outside of this transition zone, the rest of the fault
surface is velocity-strengthening friction. The rupture propa-
gates through the transition zone into the velocity-strengthening
region, where it smoothly and spontaneously arrests. Nucleation
is done by imposing additional shear stress in a circular patch
surrounding the hypocenter. Unlike our slip-weakening bench-
marks, the nucleation stress is not imposed instantaneously at
the start of the simulation, but instead increases smoothly from
zero to its full value over a finite time interval.

TPV103 and TPV104
These two exercises explore the use of rate–state friction using
a slip law with strong rate weakening (e.g., Rice, 2006; Beeler
et al., 2008; Goldsby and Tullis, 2011). TPV103 is a homo-
geneous full-space; TPV104 (Fig. 12) is a homogeneous half-
space. The fault is a planar rectangular vertical strike-slip fault.
Similar to TPV101 and TPV102, the main rupture region has
velocity-weakening friction, a zone on the fault surface with

▴ Figure 10. TPV29 and TPV30: The earthquake rupture is arti-
ficially nucleated in a circular zone on the fault surface. The rup-
ture then spontaneously propagates where it is able to, on the
fault surface which has 3D stochastic geometrical roughness
(blue and red colors). In TPV29, the surrounding rocks respond
elastically, in TPV30 the surrounding rocks respond viscoplasti-
cally. Colors show the height of the roughness relative to a flat
plane.
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transitional friction surrounds the main fault rupture region,
and the outer regions on the fault surface have velocity-
strengthening friction. The nucleation method is the same
as in TPV101 and TPV102.

TPV105
This exercise is a 2D benchmark that explores the use of ther-
mal pressurization, with rate–state fault friction and a slip law
that assumes strong rate weakening (e.g., Sibson, 1973; An-
drews, 2002; Rice, 2006). The fault is a vertical strike-slip fault.

TPV105 exists only as a 2D benchmark because
we were unable to find a successful set of param-
eters for a 3D version.

RESULTS FOR TWO OF OUR
BENCHMARK EXERCISES, TPV16 AND
TPV25

Our group has produced results for all of our
benchmark exercises. Because of space con-
straints in this article, we show results for just
two of them. TPV16 (Fig. 13) is the first of our
two exercises with stochastic initial stresses (the
second TPV17 is shown in Fig. 7). Twelve codes
participated in theTPV16 exercise. These codes
produced results that matched each other well,
as demonstrated by the agreements among plots
of the rupture progress on the fault surface and
the agreement, up to at least 3 Hz, among the
synthetic seismograms at the Earth’s sur-
face (Fig. 13).

TPV24 and TPV25 are our final attempts
at the fault-branch exercises. The location of the
junction between the main fault and the branch
fault is important, as we learned from our earlier
fault branch exercises. For TPV24 and TPV25,
we defined the end of the branch that is closest
to the main fault so that its location is not de-
pendent on the discretization size used in the
computational mesh. As in our previous branch
fault benchmarks, the main fault is continuous
while the branch fault ends at the junction and
is effectively disconnected from the main fault.
We had success matching the code results, in-
cluding rupture progress and synthetic seismo-
grams up to at least 3 Hz, for bothTPV24 and
TPV25, when the simulations assumed the
same conditions at the fault junction. TPV25
results are shown in Figure 14. Most of the sim-
ulations did not allow the rupture to slip at the
junction between the main and branch faults,
effectively forcing the rupture to jump between
the two faults, however two of the simulations
did allow the connection to occur. Although the
nature of the fault junction did not have a sig-
nificant impact on the main fault’s rupture

propagation pattern, it did affect both the ability of the
branching fault to fully rupture and the seismograms at the
station near the fault junction, as shown in Figure 14.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic (spontaneous) earthquake rupture simulations are
used to understand the mechanics of specific earthquakes that
have already occurred, and to envision the behavior of earth-
quakes in the future. There are, however, no known analytic

▴ Figure 11. TPV35: (a) The earthquake rupture is artificially nucleated in a cir-
cular zone on the vertical planar fault surface that has the depicted initial shear
stress pattern. The rupture then spontaneously propagates on the fault surface,
before eventually stopping. TPV35 uses the Ma et al. (2008)-favored spontaneous
rupture model of the 2004 magnitude 6.0 Parkfield, California, earthquake. This ex-
ercise investigates the rupture pattern on the fault surface itself, as well as the
simulated ground shaking at (b) seismic stations on the Earth’s surface (triangles)
in the region near Parkfield, for comparison with real seismograms recorded at
these seismic stations during the 2004 Parkfield earthquake. (b) Modified from fig-
ure 10 of Ma et al. (2008) and (c) modified from figure 1 of Simpson et al. (2006). The
stars in (b) and (c) show the location of the epicenter.
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solutions with which these complex physics-based codes can be
tested; so, it is difficult to know if conclusions drawn from
using one or two spontaneous rupture codes in isolation are
reliable. This issue motivated us to develop code verification
tests to check if the codes are working as intended. Our group’s
code-verification exercises implement a range of features used
in spontaneous earthquake rupture simulations, and many of
the benchmarks were designed to investigate scientific prob-
lems at the forefront in the earthquake physics and ground-mo-
tion communities. These include benchmark exercises of large
(e.g., magnitude 7) earthquake settings with variable fault
geometry, with variable initial stress conditions, with variable
rock properties, and with variable friction (Table 2). We use
these benchmark exercises to perform comparisons of the
results produced by multiple codes, intercode comparisons.
Our comparisons to date have primarily focused on comparing
on-fault earthquake rupture patterns and synthetic seismo-
grams both at the Earth’s surface and at depth, but on occasion
we also studied time-dependent stresses and other features.

Our most satisfying code verification exercises have been
those for which there was a clear agreement among the code
results for rupture-front patterns and for on and off-fault seis-
mograms, as observed using both qualitative judgment and
quantitative metrics (Barall and Harris, 2015). Our successful
sets of code comparison results in more recent years (those con-
structed after the exercises presented in our earlier papers,
Harris et al., 2009, 2011) include the heterogeneous initial
stress conditions exercises (TPV16 and TPV17), and at least
three of the exercises that test how well the codes handle fault
geometry: the fault stepover (TPV22 and TPV23), rough-fault
elastic (TPV29), and fault branch (TPV24 and TPV25) exer-
cises. Checking the ability of the codes to handle different
types of off-fault rock response, the planar fault elastic and

viscoplastic benchmarks (TPV26 and TPV27) produced good
matches among the codes’ results. The group also had success
with the velocity structure benchmarks for the seismic stations
that were not very far (less than 15 km) from the fault.

More distant seismic stations challenged the codes’ capa-
bilities to produce matching synthetic seismograms for times
that were many seconds after the first seismic wave arrivals. In
some cases, this was due to computational limits that restricted
the sizes of the model meshes. This limitation allowed spurious
waves that reflected from the side and bottom boundaries of
the too-small model meshes to corrupt the seismic signals at
stations far from the faults. Another possible factor is that
numerical dispersion of the wave propagation and approxima-
tion errors in modeling the rupture process tend to accumulate
over time, so that in lengthy simulations needed to produce
seismograms at distant stations, the code results tend to gradu-
ally diverge from each other.

Overall, the benchmark exercises for which the codes’ re-
sults have had the least agreement are the earlier (those before
TPV24 and 25) benchmarks that investigate the case of a fault
branch. In the fault branch rupture simulations, the dynamic
rupture is very sensitive to the nature of the junction between
the main fault and the branch fault, resulting in different out-
comes among the codes for the rupture extent, depending on
how far apart the two faults are at the junction. In our more
recent years, we explored changes in our method for artificial
rupture nucleation, better definitions of the borders of the fault
surface so that they are less dependent on the grid size used in
the models, and the inclusion of cohesion for the portions of
the fault surface that are near the Earth’s surface, all of which
have improved the results for code verification. These are also
useful lessons for spontaneous rupture simulations in general.

In Table 2, we list the suite of benchmark exercises and
note a few that we consider from our earlier years as classics.
Higher number benchmarks (aside from some of the fault
branch benchmarks) that implement slip-weakening fault fric-
tion also satisfy this criterion. The rate–state friction bench-
marks (TPV101–TPV105) have also held up well over the
years and are worthwhile code verification tests for new or
newly revised codes.

The suite of exercises that we described in this article is a
means for testing the repeatability and reliability of spontane-
ous rupture codes, that is, if they are computing what the code
developers have intended. The next step following our code
verification exercises will be code validation. Code validation
has been conducted by groups investigating other earthquake
science questions, including the SCEC Geodetic Transient-
detection validation group (Lohman and Murray, 2013), the
Source Inversion Validation exercise (Mai et al., 2016), and
the SCEC Broadband Platform validation exercise (Goulet
et al., 2014). With code validation, scientists start with the
knowledge that their codes are working as intended, then con-
fidently move forward to concentrate on understanding how
and why their simulations agree or disagree with the data pro-
duced by real earthquakes. The dynamic rupture code valida-
tion enterprise will not be easy given Earth’s complexity, but

▴ Figure 12. TPV102 and TPV104: The earthquake ruptures a re-
gion of the vertical planar fault that has velocity-weakening fric-
tion (green). When the rupture reaches the side and bottom
edges of this velocity-weakening region, it encounters a finite-
width transitional region (yellow) where the friction smoothly
changes from velocity weakening (green) on the inside to velocity
strengthening (red) on the outside. This change in the fault fric-
tion acts to stop the rupture from propagating farther along or
deeper on the fault surface.
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our code verification exercises will have provided the essential
first steps toward success.

DATA AND RESOURCES

The benchmark exercise TPV35 includes the option to com-
pare simulations with data from the 2004 Parkfield earthquake,
and these data came from a published source listed in the
References. The other benchmark exercises described in this
particle are purely computational simulations. The article refers
to the Southern California Earthquake Center-U.S. Geological
Survey (SCEC-USGS) dynamic rupture code verification
website (scecdata.usc.edu/cvws, last accessed March 2018).
This website contains the descriptions for all of the bench-
mark exercises, in addition to other information about the
project. Many of our group’s dynamic earthquake rupture co-
des are listed in Table 1. Codes that can be accessed online
include fdfault (https://github.com/egdaub/fdfault), PyLith
(https://geodynamics.org/cig/software/pylith/), SeisSol
(https://github.com/SeisSol/SeisSol/wiki), SPECFEM3D

(https://geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d/), and
WaveQLab3D (https://bitbucket.org/ericmdunham/
waveqlab3d). All websites were last accessed on March
2018.
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▴ Figure 13. Results from 12 codes used to perform TPV16. (a) TPV16 assumes stochastic initial stress conditions on the fault surface,
depicted as the ratio of initial shear stress to initial normal stress. The circled area shows the nucleation zone on the fault surface. Red
stars show 2 of the 16 off-fault stations where synthetic seismograms are produced for this exercise. These two stations are located on
the Earth’s surface, 9 km along strike from the fault center and 6 km perpendicular distance from the fault, with the left-front station at
(−9 km, −6 km) and the right-back station at (!9 km,!6 km). (b) The earthquake rupture nucleates starting at 0 s. The contours show the
subsequent progress of the rupture front on the fault surface, as a function of time, in 0.5 s intervals, as it propagates away from the
nucleation zone. Each code’s result is shown with its own color, so there are 12 sets of contours. (c) Synthetic seismograms filtered at 3 Hz
(using an acausal two-poles two-passes low-pass Butterworth filter), produced by each of the 12 codes (same codes/colors as b) at the
two off-fault stations. Horizontal fault-parallel, horizontal fault-normal, and vertical velocities.
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▴ Figure 14. Results from six codes used to produce seven simulations (each shown in its own color) of TPV25. (a) TPV25 has a 30° right
branch in a left-lateral vertical strike-slip fault (restraining branch). The circled area is the nucleation zone. The red star is an off-fault
station on the Earth’s surface near the intersection of the main fault and branch fault, one of the locations where synthetic seismograms
are produced for this exercise. Five of the seven simulations used the codes PyLith, FaultMod, EQdyna, MAFE, and SeisSol (25 m gap),
shown in black, red, dark blue, orange, and light blue, respectively, produced results assuming the branch fault is disconnected from the
main fault. Two of the seven simulations, using the codes fdfault and SeisSol (no gap), shown in green and pink, respectively, produced
results assuming the branch fault is connected to the main fault. (b) Progress of the rupture front on the fault surface, as a function of time,
produced by each of the seven simulations, contoured at 0.5 s intervals. Contours show when and where each simulation propagates
away from the nucleation zone on the main fault, then onto the branch fault. The rupture successfully propagates over the entire main
fault for all seven simulations, but the rupture barely propagates on the branch fault for the five simulations that assume the two faults are
disconnected. In contrast, the rupture is able to fully propagate on the branch fault for the simulations that assume the branch fault is
connected to the main fault (two codes’ results shown in pink and green). (c) The seven simulations, each using the same color scheme as
in (b), produce synthetic seismograms at the off-fault station. Horizontal fault-parallel, horizontal fault-normal, and vertical velocities, all
filtered at 3 Hz (using an acausal two-poles two-passes low-pass Butterworth filter). The seismograms are affected by whether or not the
branch fault is assumed to be connected to the main fault, as demonstrated by the well-matched green and pink seismograms (con-
nected-fault simulations), which differ from the other five well-matched seismograms (disconnected-fault simulations).
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